DIRECTIONS TO CASPERIA AND LA TORRETTA
FROM ROME FIUMICINO AIRPORT.
Go towards ROMA until you reach the GRA direction Florence (FIRENZE) stay on
the GRA until you see the green sign for Firenze A1 take the exit 10, keep to the right
of the road as the exit is on the right.
Exit at PONZANO. R /SORATTE ( it is the exit after Rome Nord, Fiano Romano)
About one and a half hours drive from the airport.
After exiting the toll go straight, following Poggio Mirteto, crossing over the river
Tiber, then turn right onto the 657, stay on that road for about 5 km until you meet a
T junction, then turn left ( there is a sign for Casperia) follow the signs to Cantalupo
then Casperia it is about a 20 mins drive after leaving the highway.)
Upon arrival in Casperia, park your car where you find a parking space along the
walls or in the large free parking just below the village. our telephone no. is 0765
63202. Give us a call when you arrive or when you are on your way.
If you have heavy luggage let us know ahead of time we can arrange to have it
delivered with a special buggy up until 7 pm. For a one night stay, please pack a small
overnight bag.
The village is totally pedestrian, to reach La Torretta, just inside the village gates
you go up the winding staircase for about 5 minutes passing the Osteria Vigna where
you can stop to admire the view, then follow the signs for La Torretta which is, Via
Mazzini number 7.
FROM CIAMPINO AIRPORT
From airport follow Rome centre then almost immediately you will see the sign for
GRA ( the ring road ) take the GRA and keep to the right following the green sign for
Autostrada Firenze, at exit 10 take direction FIRENZE be careful you don't miss it
as you see it suddenly on the right, then you will be on the main autostrada A1 to
Florence ( FIRENZE). Directions from there are same as above.
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